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ABSTRACT
A computer-based method is proposed for providing product designers with real-time
environmental impact assessment. In this concurrent modeling approach, environmental experts
build life cycle models, define their interfaces, and publish them as distributed objects on the
internet. Traditional designers integrating these objects into their design models have access to
the impact assessment methods provided. Several design examples illustrate how this
collaborative approach can be effective in determining tradeoffs between design alternatives.
Methods are also explored for performing calculations with uncertain inputs. To find the most
efficient method for resolving uncertainty the these models, parametric Monte Carlo analysis was
compared with nonparametric Monte Carlo analysis for each of the test cases. Results show that
for many cases, the parametric approach to uncertainty is sufficient, resulting in significant time
savings.
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1. Introduction
Despite today's green marketing campaigns, no product is truly environmentally benign. Every
product introduced into the market has some impact on our environment: each is made from raw
materials, uses energy, or creates waste. There are no exceptions to this rule; however,
companies can attempt to minimize the environmental impacts of their products. This is not an
easy task, because making an environmentally sound product is not usually as simple as choosing
a recycled material for toilet paper, or building an automobile engine 10% more efficient than a
previous model. Rather, many improvements come from careful assessment of environmental
impact while rethinking and redesigning products. A common problem in today's design
environment is that this environmental information is either not accessible to the designer, or not
available at all.
This thesis describes an approach for solving this problem, using a computer-based method that
gives designers access to environmental information at every stage of the design process. This is
accomplished by creating a simple interface between product designers and environmental
experts. The two experts determine their interface through an initial negotiation, then exchange
only the minimum amount of data necessary over the internet after the initial connection is
established. Using this approach, environmental impact assessment results are automatically
returned to the designer within seconds or minutes, rather than days or weeks. The separation of
the two designers is intentional, and allows each to provide their expertise to the other.
Even with appropriate and accurate environmental impact assessment, there are many tradeoffs
to be made. The most obvious tradeoff is cost: even in a society with heightened environmental
awareness, consumers are not willing to pay much more for environmentally sound products.
For a product to have a low impact on the environment, it must also be economical and appeal to
mass markets. In some cases its cost is reduced as a result of decreasing the number of parts and
material quantities in the product (Bottcher, 1997), but in other cases tradeoffs must be made
between cost and environmental impact (Winsemius, 1992). One must also keep in mind that the
purpose of a product is not to be environmentally sound, but rather to function as originally
intended and meet customer requirements; the product must not cease to function in accordance
with its original specifications in order to meet environmental goals.
There are many more subtle tradeoffs, for example between pollutants. A classic example is the
electric car, with "zero" emissions. If the electricity source for an electric car is renewable, then
it may actually be emission-free. In our current electricity economy, however, it is likely that
60% or more of the car's power comes from coal and other fossil sources. Looking at the entire
life-cycle of the car, the type of emission is different between an electric and a gasoline car, and
occurs in different places, but is not zero in either case. Thus, environmental decision-making
depends on many factors, including the goal of the product improvement, and also how
environmental improvement weighs against traditional factors such as cost and performance.
Given these complex tradeoffs, how can designers make rational choices when designing a
product? It is possible to make a decision, by quantifying the environmental impacts associated
with a product over its entire life-cycle, and attempting to minimize those impacts. This process
should not be an afterthought, but rather an integral part of the product design process.
Fortunately, companies are more willing examine the environmental quality of their products
than ever before (Frei, 1997). Industry recognizes that in an increasingly environmentally
conscious marketplace, it is often profitable and sometimes less expensive to make ecologically
sound products (Fiksel, 1996; Graedel, 1995). This is a fairly radical change from industry's
reaction to the early environmental movement, which focused on mitigating pollution from point
sources, causing many clashes between industry and environmentalists.
From the above discussion, it is clear that environmentally-conscious design necessitates the
comparison of impacts associated with design alternatives, and the quantification of tradeoffs
between those and other goals. It is particularly important to measure or estimate environmental
impact as early in the design process as possible, for most of this impact is fixed in the early
stages of design (Frei, 1997). The reasoning is the same as that behind similar statements about
cost (Ulrich, 1995). Most decisions about material usage, the size and shape of the product and
its mode of use are made in the conceptual design phase. For example, after an automobile
designer has decided upon a general configuration - the size of the engine, the shape of the
frame, the power source, etc. - only incremental changes can be made. It is easy to see that the
largest percentage of decisions affecting factors such as cost and environmental performance are
made in this early design stage. Therefore, it is important that product designers have access to
relevant environmental information as early as possible so that they can make appropriate
decisions and tradeoffs with other design requirements.
There are many approaches for assisting product designers in this way (Sweatman, 1996):
information systems that alert the designer if a poor material choice has been made and then offer
suggestions, qualitative environmental assessment tools, design-for-environment (DFE)
guidelines, and environmental design tools and databases. Several of these methods are
described in chapter 2. These design methods and tools focus on providing product designers
who lack environmental expertise with the ability to predict and assess the environmental impact
of a design. Such tools are very important for raising designer awareness and estimating first-
order environmental effects. However, these methods also have some limitations. Product
designers often operate under time constraints and environmental stewardship may not reside on
their critical path. Further, untrained designers might misapply simplified guidelines that are
inappropriate for the particular design context, or offer insufficient resolution to distinguish
between alternatives (Sweatman, 1996). Clearly, designers also need more rigorous
environmental analysis capabilities.
This is problematic since detailed environmental assessment is difficult. The accepted method for
environmental assessment, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) (Nissen, 1997; Billatos, 1997), is a
time-consuming and difficult process that requires a combination of high-quality information and
environmental expertise. A full LCA takes too much time to be applied to each conceptual
design. Abridged LCAs have been developed (Graedel, 1995) but most still require extensive
training and practice before they can be done well. Product designers generally lack the
environmental training necessary for thorough analyses. Due to both time and expertise
limitations, it does not seems plausible to propose that product designers conduct more rigorous
environmental analyses without expert assistance.
Similarly, environmental experts tend to lack expertise in product design - it is improbable that
most would be able to design a product using product design guidelines. This thesis proposes a
supplementary vision for practicing environmentally-conscious design, where teams of designers
and environmental experts collaborate during the product design process. Expertise is
distributed, allowing each party involved to concentrate on the fields they know best. In this
paradigm, the focus shifts from providing techniques that let designers make environmental
assessments, to providing tools that facilitate timely communication and information transfer
between designers and environmental experts.
The communication between these parties is a key issue. The specialist-based collaborative
structure presented focuses on internet-based communication and information transfer between
specialized analytical models. Although the focus is on linking designers with impact
assessment models constructed by environmental experts, the method is general enough to be
applied to any specialist's tool, extending this design for environment (DFE) concept to "design
for X" (DFX). The goal is not to replace existing environmental assessment packages intended
for product designers. Rather, this method provides a reasonable in-depth alternative to the
simplified assessment methods often used by designers or a practicable new approach for
designers currently not performing assessments at all.
This process begins when an environmental expert - perhaps a consulting firm, or a dedicated
employee or department - is contacted by a product designer requesting assessment services.
The environmental expert then builds a life-cycle model, and the product designer separately
builds an appropriate engineering model. Once the models are finished, an interface is negotiated
between the two groups. Using this interface, the two groups exchange relevant information,
allowing for concurrent modeling even though their proprietary data, models and tools are
separate. A full description of this generalized data structure for this communication is described
in chapter 3.
The structure has been implemented for several product design problems modeled in the DOME
modeling system (Senin, 1997; Pahng, 1998). Several examples are presented in chapter 4,
focusing on interactions between the design model and Ecobilan's environmental assessment
package, TEAM®. The same technique is also used to incorporate geometric models
(ProEngineer and SolidWorks) and spreadsheet models (Microsoft Excel) in the examples.
Another important issue in the environmental assessment of products is the handling of
uncertainty, which permeates every aspect environmental assessment. During early design, exact
masses and sizes are often uncertain. The amounts of effluent produced and energy used are also
uncertain, either because they are unknown and estimated, or because they are considered
proprietary information. Moreover, the effects of these processes on the environment are often
uncertain within several orders of magnitude (Goedkoop 1995). Any means for dealing with
product design and environmental assessment must be capable of handling this uncertainty in a
quantifiable manner. One traditional and thorough way of dealing with uncertainty is to apply a
nonparametric, or shape-independent, Monte Carlo simulation to the system. Unfortunately,
nonparametric Monte Carlo simulation is very time-intensive, so faster methods are desirable. A
parametric, or shape-dependent, Monte Carlo method is described in chapter 5 and compared to a
nonparametric Monte Carlo simulation for several implementation examples. The results show
that the faster, parametric approach may be sufficient for a variety of cases.

2. Background
In order to integrate environmental concerns into the product design process, it is necessary to
have an in-depth understanding of several fields: specifically, product design, life-cycle
assessment (LCA) and environmental impact assessment, and the computer-based tools used for
each. This chapter has major sections on each of these areas - 2.1 covers the product design
process, 2.2 covers environmental impact assessment methods, and 2.3 describes several
integrated design tools including DOME, which was used for the implementation of this
approach.
2.1 Product Design
Product design or development is the process of turning a set of customer requirements into a
product that can be produced and marketed (Ulrich, 1995). A product in this context refers to
any material object that can be designed and sold, from furniture to television sets to jet aircraft.
Unlike the layman's view of product design, in which designers are merely creating computer
drawings and analyses of products, the process is interdisciplinary, time consuming and involves
many tradeoffs. Perhaps most important, product design maps a function required by the
customer to a concept that will provide that function. Product design naturally includes every
technical aspect of the product, from the purchasing of components to manufacturing and
assembly. Even a finished product must do more than function properly in order to penetrate the
marketplace: it must also meet certain cost requirements and appeal to an appropriate market
segment both visually and functionally. More recently, an additional customer requirement is
environmental soundness, including efficiency, the use of recycled and recyclable materials, and
the avoidance of toxic materials. Making tradeoffs between these different requirements and
goals is not trivial.
Product development typically begins with the identification of customer needs - even this is not
straightforward. For example, suppose a customer asks for a fast, environmentally sound
lawnmower. One solution might be to change gear ratios and blade speeds, and build a more
efficient engine. However, if the customer is asked why the lawnmower needs to be fast, the
answer might be, "to take up less of my time." In that case, perhaps the answer is a total
redesign, resulting in a machine that trims the lawn slowly and safely but can be left unattended,
thereby saving the customer's valuable time. A solar lawnmower fitting these requirements has
been built by Husqvarna.
Once customers' needs have been gathered and properly interpreted, it is necessary to translate
them into a set of product specifications. As shown in the example above, this is not easy or
trivial - a misunderstanding of the customer's needs can lead to a product concept that is
unmarketable or unusable. A good set of specifications can in turn be used to evaluate the
relative quality of various design concepts. The process of concept generation can be the most
creative design stage. Concepts are often generated during brainstorming or working group
sessions, then compared to the product specifications. This stage of design often has the greatest
impact on the overall design of the final product, because the concept typically determines the
way in which the function will perform, as well as its general shape, size and component
structure. Thus, environmental impact should be considered at this stage, along with the other
product specifications.
Once a concept has been selected, detailed design takes place. During this stage, the geometry is
decided upon and equipment providers are selected for production of outsourced parts.
Computer aided design (CAD) models are typically constructed at this time. Several other types
of design also take place. Industrial design is used to determine the aesthetics of the product,
which are key to marketability and ergonomics. Typically the product must also be designed for
manufacturing.
The phrase "design for X" (DFX) is often used to describe these various different and sometimes
conflicting needs of different designers. Design for environment (DFE) falls into this category as
well - since most environmental impact is determined during product design (Frei, 1997), it is
necessary to make wise materials choices and other decisions in order to produce the best design
environmentally. Today, there are few DFE tools commonly used by designers - those that are in
use, and others that are not, are described in the next section.
Finally, after all of the stages described above, the product is ready to be manufactured, requiring
anything from minor retooling within existing facilities to building new plants, depending on the
product. Little can be done at this stage to improve the product - although a good design process
will produce fewer errors and less retooling, saving cost, time, and material waste in
manufacturing. If the design process is done properly and the product is marketable, then it may
have an impact on consumers, the company and the environment.
2.2 Design for Environment Methods and Tools
The discussion above regarding product design shows that it would be useful to quantitatively
analyze the environmental characteristics of a product at several different points in the design
process. While standard metrics for cost, performance and safety have been developed over
many years by corporations, consumers and governmental bodies, environmental metrics are
relatively new. A number of quantitative environmental assessment methods and strategies have
been developed; however, because of their complex, interdisciplinary and multimedia nature, all
attempts to quantify environmental impact and aggregate the results have some level of
judgement involved. A number of different quantitative environmental impact assessment
methods will be described here in some detail here, with a focus on the aggregation and valuation
steps of the process.
Traditionally, environmental impact assessments of products are carried out in the form of life
cycle assessments (LCAs). In a typical LCA, the assessor (usually a consultant) examines the
entire life cycle of a product - from material extraction to manufacture to use to disposal -
carefully keeping track of all of the inputs and outputs, energy usage, and material flows. Such a
study often takes over six months and costs more than $100,000 (Graedel, 1995); partially
because of this, only about 20% of firms employ LCA regularly (Huang 1996). Although there
will probably always be a place for such assessments, they are certainly not fast or concise
enough for use in a design environment. Instead, a more rapid form of assessment, possibly
computer based, is desired (Birkhofer, 1996). The principles behind traditional LCAs are key
elements in most of these quantitative impact assessments as well.
The Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) defined some basic
principles for life cycle assessment in 1993, and these have become the accepted standard.
SETAC has broken down the LCA methodology into four basic components: goal definition and
scoping, inventory analysis, impact assessment, and improvement assessment (SETAC, 1993).
Goal definition and scoping is the process of deciding how the outcome of the assessment will be
used, what the system boundaries are, and the functional unit - all outputs are expressed in terms
of this unit. This first step is crucial in that all of the other steps are meaningless without a clear
and unambiguous goal. Inventory refers to the mass of all material flows throughout the entire
life cycle, as defined by the goal definition. This inventory is not confined to the product itself;
for example, if the system boundary includes energy production, then C02 emissions due to
electricity consumed during production must be included. Inventory analysis is typically the
most time-consuming step, since the inventory information is often hard to find or not publicly
available. Impact assessment is the process of aggregating and assigning a value to the results of
the inventory analysis, and will be described in more detail later. Finally, improvement
assessment uses information from the impact assessment to determine what changes could be
made to improve the product.
The impact assessment stage is further broken down into classification, characterization and
valuation. Classification refers to the grouping of the data collected in the inventory analysis,
while characterization is the aggregation of data within those groups - many documents combine
these two steps and refer to it all as classification (Guinee, 1993). Valuation takes those
aggregate values and compares them, usually with weighted sums.
The principles outlined above are used by most of the impact assessment methods that will be
discussed, but the similarity between them stops there. How the data are grouped, how they are
aggregated, and the valuation method are different in every case. In order to see how different
these methods are, several are presented here in detail: Ecopoints, Environmental Priority
Strategies (EPS), and Eco-indicator 95.
2.2.1 Ecopoints
The ecopoints system is the oldest of the systems mentioned here, developed in 1990 by the
Swiss Federal Office of Environment, Forests and Landscape (BUWAL) (Goedkoop, 1995). In
many ways it is also the simplest, because there is only one computational step between
measuring the material flows and calculating the indicator value. An "ecofactor" is calculated in
advance for each material; this ecofactor is then multiplied by the amount of the substance in
question to determine its score. The ecofactor is decomposed into two sub-factors. The first is a
ratio describing the distance to the target value; mathematically, this is the total amount of
material emitted or consumed in the entire country, Ftot, divided by Fcrit, the maximum emission
allowed. This characteristic makes ecopoints a "distance-to-target" method, since the score is
based on the value of a preset (often political) target rather than a more scientific method. The
second factor, 1/Fcrit, numerically emphasizes the idea that the smaller the amount allowed of a
given material, the more hazardous or critical that material must be, as shown in equation 2.1
(Baumann 1994).
F 1
ecofactor o -to x (2.1)F F
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It is important to note that Fcrit is completely subjective in nature: specifically, it is set by Swiss
national policy objectives - these may be based on science, but at best indirectly. Similarly, Ftot
is traditionally the total amount of material emitted in Switzerland, so both Ftot and Fcrit have to
be recalculated for emissions levels in any other country.
2.2.2 Environmental Priority Strategies (EPS)
EPS, developed by Volvo and IVL in Sweden, uses five "safeguard subjects," or themes, for
calculating evaluations. Before doing any calculation, environmental impacts are grouped into
"themes" or groups that allow for easy aggregation. Biodiversity, human health, production,
resources and aesthetic values, are EPS' chosen themes (Goedkoop, 1995). Unlike some other
evaluation methods, however, it uses financial terms rather than masses or fractions to describe
the environmental impact. Natural resources are translated into future extraction costs,
production into direct losses, and the remaining subjects into the amount society is willing to pay.
Thus, the scores are very easy to aggregate, but societal judgement is involved in each of them.
Several other factors are used here that were not used in other techniques mentioned thus far:
exposure, frequency, and durability (period). Thus, the index for each material is calculated
using equation 2.2 (Baumann 1994; Graedel 1995).
index = (scope) x (frequency) x (distribution) x (durability) x (contribution) x (end of pipe cost) (2.2)
The end of pipe cost was included not to give the equation its financial value, but rather as a
measure of the likelihood of immediate action.
2.2.3 Eco-indicator 95
This is perhaps the most sophisticated method in common use today (the software package
SimaPro applies it); it incorporates pieces of each of the others into its framework.
Unfortunately, it also purposefully and explicitly limits its scope by omitting several major
environmental problems, including raw materials depletion and the space required for waste
(Goedkoop 1995). At the first level of evaluation, it uses a theme concept, rather than dealing
directly with basic material flows. In the effect evaluation stage, it uses a distance-to-target
scheme similar to the one used by ecopoints. Unlike the other methods, another step, the damage
evaluation, is added between the effect and valuation stages. It is this damage-effect correlation
stage that makes the eco-indicator more sophisticated than the other methods mentioned. A
simplified damage-effect curve is used - a straight line through the origin is assumed, rather than
a more complex curve. Thus, a single damage level Dk can be chosen as a target for all of the
effects, and the impact is calculated using equation 2.3.
E
Impact = Dk X _., E = effect, Ti= target@damage value D (2.3)
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An enormous assumption has been made in the above equation: that all types of damage can be
equated. The eco-indicator method compares three types of damage: human fatalities, health
impairment, and ecosystem impairment. In order to compare the damages in these vastly
different areas, the eco-indicator system has arbitrarily defined the three following damages as
equal: one extra death per million inhabitants, health complaints as a result of smog, and 5%
long-term ecosystem impairment. Though this may seem arbitrary, it is no less arbitrary than the
equalities used by the previously described methods (financial, political opinion, etc.).
2.2.4 Critical Surface Time
Many other researchers have adapted and changed the above methods to fit their needs, so one
such example is briefly described here. Critical Surface Time (CST) was developed at the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL) for agricultural LCA (Jolliet, 1996). It uses an
evaluation method almost identical to the eco-indicator: it aggregates effects, uses a damage-
effect curve and compares the damage results. There are two differences in the evaluation. First,
all damages are measured in the units m2yr (rather than "damage"). Second, "use of the total
land available in one year" replaces health complaints as one of the members of the equality
statement. This choice is no more or less arbitrary than the eco-indicator's method, and may be
easier to quantify. More important philosophically, CST includes fate and transport of
chemicals between different media, so that damage is more accurately calculated.
2.2.5 Discussion
One of the most interesting problems in quantifying environmental impacts is that subjective
value judgements are unavoidable. Comparing global warming to human toxicity, for example,
cannot be done scientifically; only by introducing subjectivity can one make a numerical
comparison. It is important to note that while every one of the above methods introduces value
judgements, there are major differences in where those values are introduced. While ecopoints
introduces value judgements at the first and only level of aggregation, the eco-indicator and CST
methods do not introduce non-scientific judgement until after the impact of each effect has been
calculated. EPS implicitly uses a value system by assigning economic values to various impacts.
These are significant differences: whereas one can break down the eco-indicator rating into its
scientifically determined damage components, there is no way to do that with a flat indicator like
ecopoints. Several of these methods have strengths that should probably be used in any
comprehensive assessment. The eco-indicator and critical surface time methods both use
damage-effect curves to determine how serious a given effect is; this moves the subjectivity of
the indicator one level further away from the actual emissions, and includes scientific data not
needed for the simpler calculations. Also, the multimedia approach used in CST takes into
account information about the complexity of the natural world. Of course, each level of
complexity added is a drawback as well as a benefit, because more knowledge is necessary, and
computation time and uncertainty increases with each added layer.
Even if the perfect combination of all of these methods were created, it would not give perfect
results, because there are some problems inherent to any generalized method. First, the
geographical areas considered may not be applicable to every product analyzed. Most of these
methods were developed in Europe, and either use Europe-specific or country-specific data. The
data may apply fairly well to industrialized countries, but the weightings might have to be
completely reworked for, say, an impoverished tropical nation or a deserted northern country.
Finally, these methods are still only as good as the knowledge of the people using them. Even if
an indicator were flawless and had low uncertainty, the result would be useless without proper
inputs. The person entering the data has to have a full life-cycle decided upon for the system,
with all of the inputs and outputs known and relatively certain. This is particularly a problem in
the various software packages using these methods. After constructing a system and getting a
result, an inexperienced user might think that a result is correct, since the program did not give
them any errors. Unless their model is good, however, the answer is not meaningful.
2.2.6 Implementations of LCA approaches
The number of Design for Environment (DFE) tools has increased significantly in recent years
(Huang, 1996). These tools can be classified into analysis and improvement tools. Analysis
tools are used to identify the environmental impact of a product throughout its life cycle, while
improvement tools assist designers in improving the environmental performance of their product
(Sweatman, 1997). Tools for environmental decision support and trade-off analyses are less well
established. Many developments in this domain focus on the trade-off between environmental
impact and cost (Bras, 1997). The most common analysis tools are SimaPro by PRe consultants
(using the eco-indicator assessment scheme), TEAM by Ecobilan (using ecopoints, EPS, and
several others), PEMS by Pira and LCAiT by Chalmers Industriteknik (Sweatman, 1997). A
number of design for disassembly tools are also under development, such as those developed in
the LEGASE program at Stanford (Ishii, 1997).
TEAM® (Tools for Environmental Analysis and Management) (Ecobilan, 1996; Menke, 1996) is
the life cycle inventory (LCI) modeler used in the implementation examples. TEAM® provides
databases of life cycle inventories for various processes, along with the means for modeling the
flows between processes. Thus, for each unit of system output, the total mass of each input and
output of the system can be calculated. This inventory can in turn be fed into environmental
impact assessment methods that assign weightings to each of the effluents and calculate a total
impact for each category of interest. Ecobilan provides a separate analysis program,
TEAMPlus®, for this purpose; the data used by TEAMPlus® was used to evaluate the
environmental scores in the examples.
Despite the proliferation of environmental assessment tools, it is still not possible for an average
company to include environmental optimization using LCA in the short time frame required for
developing new products. One possible solution is the use of simplified assessment methods that
product designers can apply themselves (Nissen, 1997; Graedel, 1995; Sweatman, 1997). These
range from matrix-based methods to software packages that assist the designer. There are also
several concurrent modeling approaches. The Integrated Product and Process Development
(IPPD) method, proposed by Schott (Schott, 1997), allows the designer to model the life cycle of
the product concurrently with the design of the product. Another interesting approach is the
NORDLIST LCA-project, which aims to develop methodologies and tools that allow the
designer to visualize the ecological consequences of product modifications and product redesign
(Storen, 1997). The work described in this thesis is different from all of these, in that it separates
the designer from the environmental expert, rather than expecting one to learn the other's field.
2.3 Integrated Design Tools
The third key element in integrating environmental assessment into product design is the
collaboration between the two groups. A number of tools assist product designers by allowing
them to share product information and manufacturing services through formal or informal
interactions. Other research projects are intended to provide designers with a formalized
framework that manages conflicts between design constraints, thereby assisting designers in
making decisions (Bliznakov, 1996).
2.3.1 Tools in use and under development
The SHARE project (Toye, 1993) is aimed to support design engineers or teams by allowing
them to gather, organize, re-access and communicate design information over computer networks
to establish a "shared understanding" of the design and development process. Software support
for collaborative engineering design by Case and Lu (Case, 1996) treats interactions between
designers as a process of discourse. The model interprets design commitments made by
designers as opinions subject to review and revision by other designers. It also utilizes agents to
identify conflicts between designers and to negotiate the resolution of conflicts. A computer-
based design system developed by Sriram, et. al. (Sriram, 1993) provides a shared workspace
where multiple designers work in separate engineering disciplines. In their DICE (Distributed
and Integrated Environment for Computer-aided Engineering) program an object-oriented
database management system with a global control mechanism is utilized to resolve coordination
and communication problems. Design rationale provided during the product design process is
also used for resolving design conflicts (Pena-mora, 1995).
Other integrated modeling approaches include the Numerical and Object based Design system,
NODES, and the Cooperative Object Modeling technique concept, COOM. NODES, developed
by the CAD Center in Glasgow, provides for knowledge-based modeling of design objects and
their associated numerical relations (Duffy, 1996). COOM aims to support cooperative
information modeling to create an allied database as an important part of a design system
environment (Anderl, 1997). The information model is partitioned according to life cycle phase,
with a STEP compliant (Owen, 1993) product data model as its core. Specialized tools allow
direct translation of the object-oriented model into a database structure and the automatic
generation of instantiation queries.
2.3.2 DOME
DOME - Distributed Object-based Modeling and Evaluation - is a distributed modeling
environment for integrated modeling under development at the MIT CADLab (Senin, 1997;
Pahng, 1998), and is used as the designer's tool in the implementation examples. In this
environment, designers can easily build object-oriented models visualized as entity relationship
graphs. Both discrete and continuous variable types are allowed, as are catalogs that allow the
selection of different sub-models. Parameters with uncertain values are defined as probability
density functions, and these uncertainties are automatically propagated through the model using
Monte Carlo simulation and other methods. DOME users also set goals or specifications and are
provided with methods for evaluating their models so that the overall quality of a design
alternative can be calculated. A built-in optimization tool, using a genetic algorithm as a solver,
can manipulate independent parameters and catalog choices to find an optimal tradeoff between
goals. A Model Definition Language - MoDeL - has also been developed for defining problem
models (Borland, 1997; Pahng 1996). This combination of features makes DOME a flexible and
powerful design modeling tool.
DOME allows designers to define mathematical models in a collaborative design environment
using sets of interconnected modules. Modules represent knowledge models related to different
aspects of the design in the form of variables and relations. Figure 2.1 shows an example DOME
module.
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Figure 2.1 Example DOME module
The variables contained in the module are represented as interconnected circles, and the directed
arcs imply dependency. Most variables represent data as probability density functions, so that
uncertainty can be expressed in the model mathematically. Some variables are independent,
representing data or independent parameters - the program's user can modify these variables to
make changes in the model. Other variables are dependent, and have imbedded mathematical
functions or linked programs that determine their values. Custom created computer programs
and third party external applications like domain specific analysis tools, CAD systems, etc. can
also be embedded into a module using these variables. Changes in the independent variables are
automatically propagated to the dependent variables, to ensure that all parts of the model are
always up to date. Dependent variables automatically determine whether they are deterministic
or probabilistic, and use a simulation technique appropriate for the given situation.
The variables within a module, together with dependencies not fulfilled internally, constitute the
module's interface. Modules exchange information and services with one another using these
interfaces and react to each other's changes, keeping the internal models within each module
proprietary. At the simplest level, these interactions occur between modules operating on the
same machine. The DOME framework also allows for remote connections through internet
communication protocols compliant with the Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) standard (Pahng, 1998; Siegel, 1996). Thus, modules can be distributed over a
network, collectively constituting a distributed model for a collaborative, multidisciplinary
design problem.
In DOME, design problem models are represented as mixed variable problems. Criteria may be
defined by different designers, manufacturers and customers, and related to different viewpoints
including performance, safety and environment. Then, independent parameters have to be set
and catalog selections have to be performed in order to achieve solutions that satisfy those design
criteria.
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Figure 2.2 Probability of acceptance is calculated by
comparing a performance variable to a specification
Design solutions can be assessed and compared with each other using an evaluation tool
embedded in the framework that is based on a goal-based method (Kim, 1997; Wallace, 1996).
This method evaluates design solutions against a set of designer specifications. Other evaluation
methods, such as utility theory, could also be used.
Specifications are expressed as acceptability functions in the goal-based approach used. The
specification at the left of figure 2.2 plots the designer's probability of acceptance for that output,
a(X), as a function of the output of a performance variable X. The probability of acceptance is
defined between zero and one (inclusive) for all possible values of X. Zero (0) implies that the
output would be rejected with certainty, while one (1) indicates that the output is completely
acceptable; values between 0 and 1 rank the output's probability of acceptance. The performance
variable at the right of figure 2.2, like all variables in the DOME environment, is represented as a
probability density function to indicate the uncertainty in the outcome. The probability of
acceptance for a given performance variable is then computed using equation 2.4.
J p(x) a(x)dx (2.4)
The overall probability of acceptance for a given design is then evaluated by multiplying all of
the relevant probabilities of acceptance together.
An optimization engine based on Genetic Algorithms, a stochastic search technique, has also
been developed and integrated with the framework to perform mixed variable search and
optimization with the goal of locating acceptable solutions (Senin, 1996). The optimization
engine automatically converts the overall probability of acceptance, the evaluation score, into an
objective function so that designers do not need to have expertise in optimization techniques in
order to optimize their designs.
The DOME framework described above has been implemented in C++ and Motif on UNIX
workstations and has been applied to a variety of design problems ranging from electromagnetic
shielding enclosure design to job-shop scheduling. A new Java-based version, still in
development, will have the same functionality but with added model integration support.

3. Collaborative Environmental Design
Currently, product design and environmental life-cycle and impact assessments are separate
processes, carried out by different people or groups of people. Designing a product takes a
tremendous amount of expertise and training, and is a complex, interdisciplinary task. Similarly,
life-cycle assessment and environmental impact assessment are very complicated, and are
generally only done correctly by trained experts. Thus, designers are faced with the unpleasant
choice between performing their own simplified assessments and farming them out to LCA
practitioners. The method described in this chapter allows environmental experts to rapidly
provide an impact assessment to product design experts, based on a given set of inputs.
(Borland, 1998) This assessment can be used in evaluating the feasibility of a conceptual design
or as an attribute in a design optimization.
3.1 Description
This collaborative approach to environmental evaluation assumes that product designers and
environmental experts are specialists in their own fields. Though each may have some
knowledge of and training in the other's field, neither is generally capable of doing the other's
job in a thorough way. Thus the two groups work on their individual tasks and exchange only
relevant information, as shown in figure 3.1. Ideally, this communication should be fast,
convenient and available upon demand. For speed and convenience, it is required that only
essential data is passed between the groups using the Internet. Detailed models remain
proprietary and reside with the appropriate expert; this contrasts with many approaches to
collaboration, in which entire models are exchanged, or centralized models are shared.
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Figure 3.1 A high level view of the collaborative modeling concept.
To make the service available upon demand, however, another step is needed: the experts must
be capable of providing their expertise automatically and without human involvement. This is
accomplished by having each designer build a model that can be connected to a CORBA-based
wrapper, as shown in figure 3.2. Using this approach, the models can be configured so that every
change in the product design model prompts the environmental model to perform another
calculation and send a result back to the product designer. Also, with this separation of the
models, each expert retains their proprietary knowledge, but can still automatically provide the
other with services.
Environmental score(s)
Figure 3.2 Automated interactions use the CORBA standard.
Although this is a simple and powerful architecture, it is only useful if both experts are capable
of creating these connections themselves. Traditionally, CORBA objects are created using an
interface definition language (IDL), and considerable programming expertise is necessary to
make a connection work. In the approach described in this chapter, this process is also
streamlined so that any computer user with a familiarity with graphical user interfaces (GUIs) can
publish their model as a CORBA object on the Internet.
As shown in figure 3.3, the process of building a connection begins when a designer requests an
environmental expert's services (1) (numbers in parentheses refer to circled numbers in the
figure). The environmental expert in turn builds a model (2), and publishes it in several minutes'
time using a program with a graphical interface (3). A simplified interface definition file (4) is
sent to the designer, who runs a program that translates the file (5) into an appropriate model file
(6). This process is described in detail in section 3.2. Once the initial process is complete, all
further interactions are automated: the architecture behind this is described in section 3.3.
Figure 3.3 The process of establishing communication. Solid lines show the
initial procedure. Once communication is established, automated network
communication occurs along the dashed lines.
3.2 Initial connection process
The initial connection process begins when the traditional designer contacts the environmental
expert, most likely through a web request form (figure 3.3, 1). Basic information about the
product is passed to the environmental expert at that time, using traditional communication
methods such as email, fax or phone conversations. In cases where many models are already
available, this part may be automated as well, using a web page. Such a web page was not
implemented for the trial examples, but it would be a trivial addition in the future.
Based on the information received, the environmental expert constructs a model. At the simplest
level, the construction process might consist of reusing an old model defined for a similar
problem. In other cases, the environmental model might be modified from an existing model
built from scratch (figure 3.3, 2). A full life-cycle model is preferred, but under some
circumstances (e.g. cases when product specifics are proprietary), a simple materials analysis
may suffice. It is also possible for the environmental expert to provide a choice of assessments -
for example, a choice between a simplified fast assessment for rough estimates and a complex
slow assessment for detailed optimization and decision-making. One of the implementation
examples demonstrates this capability - see section 4.3.
Once the environmental model is complete, the environmental expert publishes it (figure 3.3, 3).
It is not expected that this expert will be knowledgeable about the modeling tools used by the
traditional designer, or understand the fundamentals of network communications protocols.
Therefore, it is important that the process is semi-automated - the ease of use of this publishing
mechanism is key to making this method work outside of the laboratory. Publishing is done
graphically and starts with the identification and description of the input variables that will
control the environmental model: these will be provided by the product designer. Two variable
types are allowed in this basic interface: discrete choices and continuous parameters. Parameters
are simply real (double) numbers - in the case of environmental assessment, these will typically
represent masses or material volumes. Choices are discrete, each representing a selection from a
list or catalog of choices, and are represented as integers for simplicity. The names and
descriptions of these variables are defined by the environmental consultant and should be clear
and concise so that designers know how to connect the variables to their product model. Each
possible selection in a catalog is also assigned a description.
Figure 3.4 A screen image ot tne environmental moaei puollsnng prograin.
Figure 3.4 shows a snapshot of this publishing program, with catalog choices for transportation
alternatives shown - an excerpt of this program is shown in appendix B.3. In its current
implementation, the publisher automatically publishes all of the assessment types available, and
makes them available to all clients. In a more realistic implementation, the publisher will also
have the ability to set access rights to different assessments, depending on which services have
been requested or purchased.
All of the interface information is then written to a generic interface description file that defines
the interface for the expert's model (figure 3.3, 4). The file simply lists the variables and their
associated descriptions, as shown in figure 3.5. If a variable is a choice, it is followed by all of
the possible choices and their descriptions. For example, like the text from the screenshot in
figure 3.4, this interface description file shows that the variable "Transport" is a choice between
plane, train, truck and boat; a clear, concise description is provided for each. "Mass" and
"distance" are continuous variables, and values are not predetermined. This file is simple in
format, yet its content is vital to communication between the two groups.
Figure 3.5 Example interface description file.
Once complete, this interface description file is sent back to the designer requesting the
environmental information. The file can either be sent as an attachment in an electronic mail
system, or it can be downloaded from the environmental expert's web page. It is then read by an
interpreting program that converts it into the modeling language used by the designer's modeling
tool (figure 3.3, 5). Thus, the environmental assessment capability is added to the system model
(figure 3.3, 6) and both experts can concentrate on their models rather than the interface between
them. The background communication between the models is automated, as described in the
next section.
3.3 Collaborative modeling communications architecture
When the environmental expert publishes the model as described above, a second, more
complicated process also takes place in the background. Transparent to the expert, the
publishing program launches a CORBA server with a unique name and appropriate access rights.
This CORBA server acts as a wrapper for the environmental assessment program and awaits
service requests from authorized clients. The server expects a stream of real numbers as inputs,
defined and ordered by the interface definition file produced during the publication process.
Thus, as long as the designer started with the correct version of the interface definition file,
communication is as straightforward as sending a stream of numbers back and forth. The
wrapper program was made generic so that it does not have to be recompiled each time the
environmental expert publishes a new model. Instead, the server reads a short input file each
www.environmentalexpert.com:BottleObject
Transport Mode for transporting bottle
Plane Air transport
Train Rail transport
Truck Road transport
Boat Sea transport
Bottle type Material of the bottles
Aluminum Typical aluminum used in beverage containers
Plastic Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) is usually used for bottles
Glass Typical glass used in beverage containers
Mass Mass of the bottle in kg
Distance Distance in km of the transportation
time it launches that gives it relevant information about the model it controls, such as its
filename, location, etc.
On the designer side, the interface file interpreter builds a CORBA client object, automatically
created to be compatible with the server. Like the server object, this client object is pre-compiled
so that the user does not have to understand IDL, CORBA, C++, or even the details of the format
of the interface definition file. Client and server source code excerpts are shown in appendixes
B. and B.2.
Once this initial connection is made, every subsequent exchange of information is automated.
Every time the designer requests an environmental assessment, the client object gathers input
information from the design model and contacts the CORBA server. The data it sends to the
server over the network is simply a stream of real numbers, in the order predetermined by the
interface definition file. When the server receives the service request, it launches the assessment
program using those inputs. The final assessment values are then returned to the DOME client
via CORBA in the same manner, as shown in figure 3.2. Thus, whenever a design change is
made, the new variable values are propagated to the environmental consultant's model, resulting
in a change in the designer's environmental evaluation.

4. Collaborative modeling examples
As examples of the possibilities for this collaborative modeling concept, several models are
presented, each using DOME as the product designer's tool and TEAM® as the environmental
assessment tool. A designer uses DOME to model the overall system because of its decision
support and optimization capabilities. Since the designer is not an expert in environmental
assessment, these modeling activities are delegated to an environmental expert, who uses a full
life-cycle model in TEAM® to predict the relative environmental impact associated with design
options. TEAM® is chosen primarily because, unlike most other reputable environmental
assessment packages, it can be controlled by a wrapper in batch mode.
In all of the example cases, both the engineering and environmental models were built in the MIT
CADLab - but the same principles would apply if separate people or groups of people were
building them. "Experts" and "designers" referred to in this section are actually graduate
students, not professionals, testing the collaborative modeling approach. The amount of
separation between the groups grew with each successive example - the author built both the
engineering models and environmental models for the first (box) example, then acted as the
environmental "expert" while collaborating with another group of students to build the second
(bottle) example. The third (projector) example was built by several students within the lab, and
the author acted primarily as the model integrator and facilitator between the collaborating
groups.
4.1 Cardboard box model
The first and simplest example built was a model of a cardboard box. On the box designer side,
modules were created representing strength, cost and other performance requirements. The
designer also created catalogs of fluting (medium) and linerboard types. Figure 4.1 a shows the
DOME interface corresponding to this arrangement. After validating this model, the designer
requested that the environmental expert build a life-cycle model that could be automatically
linked to the engineering model. After complying with this request, the environmental expert
published the TEAM model, which required four inputs - linerboard mass, fluting mass,
percentage of recycled fibers, and electricity production source. The recycled percentage and
electricity production were not in the designer's original model, so new catalogs were
automatically generated to match those required by the environmental assessment program.
Figure 4.1a The box model before connecting to the LCA model.
Once these links were made, communication between the parties became automatic - figure 4. l b
shows the DOME interface after the models were integrated. Now, and every time a change is
made in the model that might impact the environmental assessment, the TEAM model updates
and returns results to the product designer. This is particularly useful in an optimization, when
many different possible configurations must be tried.
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Using the publishing method described in chapter 3, integrating the environmental and
engineering models took only ten minutes. This is quite remarkable, considering that the
separate models took several days to create and operate on different platforms. Though the
cross-platform protocols are defined in CORBA, the ease of this publication process is primarily
due to the front-end simplicity publisher's GUI combined with a flexible wrapper. An
experienced programmer could write and recompile a wrapper for a small (four-variable)
interface such as this in approximately an hour - but it is more effective for an environmental
expert to be able to publish a model in a few minutes time.
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Figure 4.1b The box model after integrating the environmental assessment package, TEAM.
4.2 Beverage container model
A second more integrated model was built of a beverage container, this time using several
different designers. The purpose of this model was primarily to demonstrate the multi-program,
cross-platform, interdisciplinary and distributed aspects of DOME. To accomplish this end, the
model was broken down into four areas of expertise, distributed across several computers and
people, and integrated using CORBA interfaces, as shown in figure 4.2. The bottle designer
working on the overall model was interested in producing a bottle that holds 12 to 20 ounces
(350 to 600 mL) of a beverage. Cost, strength, and environmental performance were of interest
to this designer, so specifications were placed upon each one using DOME's acceptability model.
Strength was to be maximized, while cost and environmental damage were to be minimized.
Three types of possible containers were modeled: aluminum cans, plastic bottles and glass
bottles. Also, three types of beverage were included in the model: water, carbonated drinks, and
alcohol. The bottle type and beverage type were placed in catalogs so the designer could test
each of them, or optimize to find the best bottle type.
Figure 4.2 Schematic of the bottle model.
The strength modeling expert used an Excel model that calculates the hoop stress based on the
internal pressure, wall thickness and bottle diameter. Meanwhile, the CAD designer built
geometric models of three different bottle types in Pro/Engineer and provided calculations for
material and fluid volumes. As with the box model, environmental expertise was provided by a
TEAM life-cycle modeler. These experts all had to collaborate in order to find the optimal bottle
design for the given application. Thus, DOME's distributed modeling capabilities were
combined with those of the other modeling programs.
This combination of programs allowed the bottle designers to explore the numerous possible
design configurations - combinations of different bottle types and materials, bottle dimensions,
etc. - without knowing the details of all of the individual models. Tradeoffs were explored
between the strength, cost and environmental performance of the product in real time. Also, an
optimization tool was tested to find the most appropriate design solutions.
4.2.1 Beverage container communications description
The environmental assessment tool and its connection to the rest of the model provide an
illustrative example of the collaborative structure advocated in this thesis. The environmental
expert has created a model of three bottle types in TEAM®. To perform an evaluation, the model
needs the mass of the bottle, the material type, how far it is transported, and by what means.
When the descriptions of each of these parameters are finished, the model is published using the
program shown in figure 3.4.
When the bottle designer receives the interface definition file (figure 3.5), an interpreter builds a
CORBA client object and integrates it into the system model, thereby establishing
communications. After that, each time the environmental assessment object receives a service
request via CORBA, it launches TEAM® in batch mode to perform an assessment. The results
are then sent back to the DOME client for evaluation and comparison with other performance
metrics. Interactions with each of the other programs are established in the same manner.
Because of the DOME structure, every time a change is made in the DOME model that might
affect the assessment, a new assessment is automatically calculated using the new values.
4.2.2 Beverage container example tradeoffs
To demonstrate the ability to make integrated assessments and tradeoffs, figure 4.3 shows a
screen image of the model from the bottle designer's viewpoint. A catalog selection browser, at
the bottom of the image, indicates that an aluminum can has been selected as the bottle type. The
evaluation browsers to the right indicate how well the design is performing in comparison with
the designer's specifications. The designer has defined specifications as acceptability functions -
these appear as triangles (goals) or rectangles (tolerances). Each performance is evaluated
against the corresponding specification and an acceptance probability P is calculated.
Performances outside of specification have a zero probability of acceptance (P = 0). Figure 4.3
shows that given the choice of an aluminum can, the cost performance is out of specification, as
are two of the environmental indicators.
Figure 4.3a The bottle model from the design viewpoint. An aluminum can is chosen as the bottle type.
Figure 4.3b Solid model of the aluminum can.
To remedy this, the designer decides to try a plastic bottle (figure 4.4). According to the
evaluation browsers, this improves the design considerably in both cost and environmental
performance, because plastic is both cheaper and less scarce. This result might change if the life
cycle model were changed (e.g. to include recycled aluminum as an option), or if the bottle
designer's goals were different. Note that in all of the examples, the designer receives a set of
environmental indicators from the environmental expert, and sets the specifications on each one
individually. Thus, if air pollution were of importance to the company, air pollution would be
given a tight specification.
Figure 4.4a The bottle model from the design viewpoint. The new choice of a plastic bottle improves
both cost and environmental performance.
Figure 4.4b Solid model of the plastic bottle.
The interaction between models takes very little time using this method. Building models may
take hours, days, or weeks; but connecting these models together can be done very quickly and
easily using this approach. Connections can be established in several minutes, and after that,
communications exchanges only take a few seconds, even for remote locations. This is a very
efficient approach in comparison with even abbreviated LCA methods, which would take from
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minutes to hours to evaluate each possible design configuration. Thus designers can easily make
tradeoffs between design alternatives, based on the output of detailed environmental models.
4.3 Projector model
The last and most detailed model built using the distributed methods described here is a model of
a computer projector. The purpose of this model was to demonstrate that this system could be
used to build a full-scale model of an entire product. Several different students in the CADLab
participated in building detailed models, with help from industry experts. The overall system
was broken down into several areas of expertise, including cost, geometry, heat transfer,
customer preferences, and environment. The user controls catalog choices for major parts and
continuous variables for major dimensions. Functionally, the system is divided as shown in
figure 4.5. Different computers using different software are used to model the cost (Excel),
geometric attributes (SolidWorks), and environment (TEAM). The author concentrated on
connecting these separate models together, in particular the environmental model.
Figure 4.5 Functional breakdown of the projector model
The projector model was the most collaborative of the example models built. Each modeler built
their model, and defined its interface. Only necessary input and output information was passed
between models, keeping network traffic and compatibility concerns to a minimum. As each
model was completed, it was integrated into the overall model, thereby linking it to the other
programs as well. As expected, this method produced the major benefit of having a distributed
model - an integrated model that no single person had the knowledge to build alone. The solid
modeler could not have built the environmental model, nor could the environmental modeler
have built the solid model - but using the architecture proposed, these models interacted with
little difficulty.
Figure 4.6a Screen image of the DOME model of the projector.
The collaboration also made clear, however, that a large scale model must be approached
carefully. Even though the interfaces were planned early and with some foresight, there were
still inconsistencies between the interfaces of the models. For example, some units had to be
converted (e.g. from pounds to kilograms), and on a few occasions information requested by one
party was not provided by the other party. This makes certain the need for clear interface
definitions and good pre-connection information between the various designers. Despite these
minor issues, the connections were straightforward, generally taking less than an hour except in
the most extreme cases.
Figure 4.6b Screen image of the solid model of the projector.
4.3.1 Projector - environmental connection details
The environmental expert requested only 12 pieces of information as inputs for the model. An
uncertainty analysis was also desired, using the methods described in the next chapter. Since
TEAM is solely deterministic, non-deterministic quantities were modeled by the environmental
designer in DOME (this will not be necessary in the future), and passed through the same
interface as the inputs from the overall designer's model. Thus, the size of the interface was
actually 59 - these inputs are listed in appendix A. The same publication procedure was used for
this as was used for the beverage container model. The number of variables in this model
increased the connection time linearly - most of the connection time was consumed by entering
the values in DOME necessary for the uncertainty analysis, and connecting those to the TEAM
model. Connecting the remaining 12 variables to the overall design model took about 30
minutes.
4.4 Examples - summary
All of the examples demonstrate that this approach is flexible and relatively practicable even for
LCA practitioners and other experts not familiar with product design and modeling. Although it
was developed for environmental connections, the same concept can be extended to any external
program requiring inputs and delivering outputs. The time required to connect the models is
minimal compared to the time it takes to build the models themselves, and the connection was
accomplished with little effort from either designer. Instead, most of the modeling time and
effort related to the interfacing was consumed by preparing data requested by different parties -
and that part would have to be done in any collaboration between two parties.

5. Uncertainty Analysis and Tests
All environmental data, and in most data in general, are not deterministic; i.e. there is some
degree of uncertainty in the data. It is fairly typical to assume that the uncertainty in data can be
represented by a normal distribution or some other probability density function (PDF) such as a
uniform or beta distribution. In DOME, all variables are represented as PDFs. For independent
variables, this is very straightforward - however, methods for building PDFs in dependent
variables are more complicated. The best understood nonparametric, or shape-independent,
method for doing this is Monte Carlo analysis, which is described below. Nonparametric Monte
Carlo analysis can be considered the correct method for building PDF outputs of functions, since
the result improves in quality as the number of simulations approaches infinity.
For some problems such as environmental simulation, however, Monte Carlo methods can be
very time consuming. Monte Carlo simulation typically requires 103 to 105 evaluations for an
accurate result - thus, if an evaluation takes more than a few seconds, a full simulation may take
days or months. In this chapter, a parametric, or shape-dependent, Monte Carlo method is
proposed that may be appropriate for some problems. The method assumes shape, which is why
it may be inapplicable under certain circumstances. Section 5.1 explains traditional Monte Carlo
simulation, and 5.2 describes how the parametric version works. Section 5.3 demonstrates that
the parametric method may be applicable for estimation of LCA outputs in many cases, using the
LCA examples described in chapter 4. A discussion of the results is presented in section 5.4.
5.1 Nonparametric Monte Carlo simulation
Nonparametric Monte Carlo simulation is a standard method for constructing the probability
density function output of a function, dependent on the shape of the input PDFs. The method is
useful for cases when a deterministic function F is known and can be calculated for a set of
inputs. F takes a series of n deterministic inputs Ii and calculates a single output quantity, so the
function can be expressed F(Ij, 12, ... , In). However, in the system in question, each input is a
PDF (including delta functions for variables with no associated uncertainty), and a probabilistic
output function is desired as a function of those PDFs.
(a) (b) (c)
2 6x
7.5 y
11.2 11.5 z
Output = x*y*z
# x y z Output
1 3.7 7.5 11.2 310.8
2 4.2 7.5 11.4 359.1
3 5 7.5 11.3 423.75
4 4.1 7.5 11.3 347.48
5 3.4 7.5 11.2 285.6
6 2.9 7.5 11.5 250.13
7 2.2 7.5 11.4 188.1
8 5.9 7.5 11.3 500.03
9 4.3 7.5 11.5 370.86
10 3.9 7.5 11.2 327.6
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Figure 5.1 Example of traditional Monte Carlo analysis. (a) Inputs and a deterministic function are defined. (b)
Inputs are selected based upon the input PDF shapes, and outputs are calculated. (c) A histogram is created and
normalized. This example uses too few simulations for an accurate result.
To perform a Monte Carlo analysis on such a system (figure 5.1 a), a set of deterministic inputs is
randomly picked from the probabilistic inputs, based on the probability density shapes of those
inputs - the likeliest input values have the highest probability of selection (figure 5. b). For
example, inputs from uniform distributions are equally likely to be picked within the valid range;
inputs from normal distributions are most likely picked within ( of the mean, and less likely
elsewhere. Based on this chosen set of inputs, F is calculated for the first simulation. This
process is repeated, usually 103 to 105 times, depending on the detail required. The output range
is then divided into bins of equal size, and a histogram of the outputs is created (figure 5. c).
Finally, this histogram is normalized to produce a PDF.
5.2 Parametric simulation method
The main advantage of a Monte Carlo simulation, and the reason it is so widely used, is that the
method only requires the shape of the inputs and how to calculate the main function - it makes
( ,,,,
no assumption about the shape of the output or the type of problem. As a compromise, its
primary drawback is that it is computationally intensive. The parametric method proposed here
simplifies the approach, and makes a different compromise - it assumes that the shape of the
final distribution is known, and reduces by several orders of magnitude the number of samples
needed to compute a distribution. It is not intended as a replacement for Monte Carlo simulation,
but rather a substitute for it when an estimation will suffice.
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Figure 5.2 Example output of the same simulation as figure 5.1c
(jagged curve), compared to a normal distribution created using the
parametric approach.
The parametric method works as follows: as with Monte Carlo simulation, inputs are randomly
selected from input distributions, and outputs based on these simulations are tabulated. Only a
few simulations are performed - perhaps 50 to 200, depending on the circumstances. Rather than
making a histogram of the outputs, a mean and standard deviation of the output values are
calculated, and these are used to build a PDF of a shape chosen by the user. There are certainly
many occasions when this method will be invalid, such as cases when the real result is a bimodal
distribution. Any highly non-linear function will give results inconsistent with these
assumptions. In many cases, however, this method works well enough to give a good estimation.
Life cycle assessment may fall into this category, because impact values are typically linear
functions of their inputs, even when the environmental effects are nonlinear. The applicability of
this method is shown in the next section, in which the sample problems from chapter 4 are used
to test these statements.
5.3 Testing approximate methods
To test the validity of the parametric approximation method described above in the context of life
cycle assessment, a number of tests were performed on each of the examples. First, a control
case was performed in which a nonparametric Monte Carlo simulation was run using 25,000
simulations and 50 bins. Two smaller nonparametric Monte Carlo simulations were also
performed, using 1,000 samples and 10,000 samples respectively. Then, distributions were
created with parametric Monte Carlo analysis, using from 10 to 200 simulations. In each trial, the
number of simulations was fixed while 20 such distributions were created, to examine how
reproducible the distribution was. Examples of these parametric distributions are shown in figure
5.4, 5.6 and 5.8, overlapped with the original Monte Carlo analysis for comparison.
Each of these distributions was then compared with the control case. The means and standard
deviations of the distributions were compared as a first order measure of difference. Then, the
shapes were compared by numerically integrating the absolute value of the difference between
the two distributions, according to equation 5.1.
f (x) - f 2(x) 1 dx (5.1)
This is also demonstrated graphically in figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3 Shaded areas show the difference between the two
example probability density distributions shown in figure 5.2.
Since all probability density functions by definition have an area of exactly one, the area of
difference is a reasonable measure of the difference in shape and value between the two
functions. The program used for this analysis is shown in appendix B.5. Using these measures,
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the difference between the parametric distributions was plotted as a function of the number of
simulations for each problem. Error bars on these plots represent the standard deviation of the
difference over 20 trial runs.
Input distributions were unchanged during the course of the tests so that accurate comparisons
could be made between methods for each of the cases. Three environmental indicators were
considered for each model: EPS, IPCC Greenhouse and Ecopoints. In the examples that follow
only EPS is shown, because the EPS results are representative of the other indicators' results.
All simulations were run locally using the program shown in appendix B.4, and analysis was
performed in Excel.
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Figure 5.4 EPS indicator distributions for the box model, created by nonparametric Monte Carlo (25000
simulations) and parametric Monte Carlo (20 and 200 simulations).
5.3.1 Box model results
The box model is a relatively simple environmental model, with only four input variables: the
input values are shown in appendix A, table A-1. A full Monte Carlo analysis using 25000
samples demonstrated that the EPS indicator distribution closely approximated a uniform
distribution. Because of the uniform nature of the output, the shape of the parametric Monte
Carlo simulation was assumed to be uniform as well. Results of the uniform distributions
created by parametric analysis are superimposed on the results of the nonparametric analysis in
figure 5.4. Both the quality and reproducibility improved as the number of simulations
r\ rrhrr
increased, as shown in figure 5.5. However, little improvement in the result occurs from using
more than 100 simulations, given the tradeoff in time required to perform the extra simulations.
Figure 5.5
box model.
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5.3.2 Bottle model results
Like the box model, the bottle model's environmental model is relatively simple, and four inputs
comprise the interface with other programs - these are listed in appendix A, table A-2. A
detailed nonparametric Monte Carlo analysis using 25,000 simulations revealed that the typical
output is similar to a normal distribution. Thus, normal distributions were created using the
parametric Monte Carlo analysis. A comparison of these distributions is shown in figure 5.6. In
the examples shown here, note that the normal distribution created with only 10 simulations is
skewed significantly to the left, while the distribution created using 100 simulations matches
with the general shape of the nonparametric analysis. As with the box model, the area of
difference decreases as the number of simulations increases, but there is a leveling after 100
simulations.
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Figure 5.6 EPS indicator distributions for the bottle model, created by
simulations) and parametric Monte Carlo (10 and 100 simulations).
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Figure 5.7 Area difference as a function of the number of simulations for
the bottle model.
5.3.3 Projector model results
As mentioned in chapter 4, the projector model is by far the most complex of the models tested.
Fifty-nine inputs control the model externally, and the model itself is modularized into many
more subsections and components than the box or bottle models. Forty-three of the inputs are
represented as uniform distributions, fifteen as delta distributions, and one as a beta distribution -
a complete list of input values is provided in appendix A, table A-3. A nonparametric Monte
Carlo analysis showed that typical indicator values closely matched normal distributions. This is
not surprising, given the large number of inputs and the linear nature of the assessment methods.
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As with the previous examples, a comparison of parametric and nonparametric methods is given
in figure 5.8. Note how closely a normal distribution created using 100 data points fits the data.
A typical normal distribution created from only 10 data points is not dissimilar, but it is biased
and narrowed in this example.
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Figure 5.8 EPS indicator distributions for the projector model, created by nonparametric Tv
simulations) and parametric Monte Carlo (10 and 100 simulations)
As with the other models, the quality of the results increased as the number of sir
this is demonstrated in figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 Fraction area different as a function of the number of simulations
for the projector model.
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5.4 Discussion
In all three example models studied, the probability density function outputs were readily
represented by either a normal distribution or a uniform distribution. This is fortunate, because
parametric methods are faster than nonparametric methods by a factor of 10 to 100, as shown
above. While the initial stage of this process requires testing to determine typical distribution
shapes, this approach is worth pursuing because of the considerable time savings gained. In
order to see if this can be applied globally to LCA problems, two questions must be answered:
why are LCA indicator values represented by symmetric distributions, and how can this
knowledge be applied practically?
The reason that the output distributions take on symmetric shapes for these problems is probably
due to the nature of current LCA practices. At this time, all life cycle impact assessment
indicator values are linear functions of their inputs - twice as much of a particular substance is
assumed to cause twice as much environmental damage. Even in complex assessment models
with many levels of aggregation, any indicator can ultimately be written as a linear function of
the input variables. Thus, for simple cases such as the box example where a single variable (e.g.
mass) dominates, the indicator's distribution will likely match that input distribution. For more
complex cases such as the projector example, the stochastic nature of the input variables leads to
a normal distribution of the output indicator.
From a practical standpoint, it may be necessary to run a nonparametric Monte Carlo simulation
on a problem before the faster parametric simulations are usable. However, more experience
with large problems may prove that complex LCAs under most circumstances will exhibit
normal behavior. In either case, this parametric method should be considered as a method for
providing rapid probabilistic LCA to designers interested in assessing the environmental impact
of their products.

6. Conclusions
6.1 Summary
The environmental quality of products is becoming increasingly important for a variety of
reasons. One of the best approaches to reducing environmental damage is to carefully consider
the entire life cycle of a product in the design phase, and design to minimize the impacts on the
environment. Many methods for doing this currently exist, but most are too complicated for a
product designer to use every time a new set of design parameters is selected for evaluation. The
approach described here recommends collaboration between product designers and
environmental experts, facilitated by modeling capabilities distributed over the internet. This has
the advantage of distributing expertise and keeping models proprietary, yet integrated.
The examples illustrated here demonstrate that this approach is feasible and that the information
exchange can be valuable. Whereas environmental guidelines or assisting tools may lead to
similar answers, they may also be misapplied by designers or not used at all because of their
complexity. Using the methods shown here, the designer only needs to establish an initial
connection to an environmental expert in order to test any number of different design
alternatives. Using the parametric Monte Carlo approach described above, it is also possible to
rapidly provide designers with real-time probabilistic LCA results. The implementation of all of
these methods is straightforward and could be readily applied with little modification.
6.2 Limitations
There are a number of limitations to this distributed modeling approach worth mentioning.
Perhaps the most serious concern is that the traditional designers do not inherently know which
of their changes produce which effects in the assessment. Unlike many simpler assessment
methods, there is no way for the designer to select, with foresight, a better material or process.
Similarly, while the designer can get an accurate assessment of a current design, this method will
not suggest improvements - instead, it relies upon sensitivity analysis and optimization
techniques to reach appropriate tradeoffs. Ultimately, environmental training and other assistant-
style software may have to be used in conjunction with this method to address these issues.
From the environmental side, there is the slight limitation that consultants do not have access to
the complete design - therefore, their own models may not accurately reflect the design.
Environmental modelers must have some knowledge about the type of product in order to build
an accurate model. This limitation becomes a strength when proprietary knowledge is involved.
In those cases, the designers can provide the most basic information about the type of product -
the bulk materials used, how long it will be in use, projected disposal methods, etc. With that
information, generic life-cycle models can be built, and assessments, albeit less accurate ones,
can be made automatically without any proprietary information being shared.
6.3 Future work
There are several areas of this research requiring more study. The interface, though defined here,
should be standardized, preferably in accordance with a standard such as STEP. Once
standardized, it will be possible for any two designers, using any CORBA-compliant program
such as DOME, to set up communications in this manner. A method for passing specifications
as well as data should be included in this new standard. Once specifications can be passed using
this approach, it will be possible for the environmental expert to provide not only their
assessment, but also their evaluation of the quality of a design alternative. A third area to
standardize is the handling of uncertainty in data communication. Rather than sending a set of
individual data points to the environmental model and receiving a set of answers, it would be
preferable to be able to send the distributions themselves to the environmental model and receive
distributions back. This will both reduce network traffic and also allow the environmental expert
to pursue different approaches to probability analysis, appropriate to the specific problem.
Another concept under development is to include the publication of libraries of models. For
example, after creating a general life cycle model of a particular kind of item, that model could
be placed in a library of models available to authorized users. Once a large repertoire of such
models has been established, environmental assessment capabilities will be much more
accessible to designers and product designs will become more environmentally sound as a result.
Appendix A: Model inputs
Table A-1 Input variables for the box model
Box LCA input variable Distribution Parameters
Liner mass Uniform min = 750, max = 2300
Medium (Fluting) mass Beta x = 3, [ = 3, a = 450, b = 580
Fraction recycled Delta value = 1
Electricity index Delta value = 0 - U.S. electricity mix
Table A-2 Bottle input variables
Bottle LCA input variable Distribution Parameters
Transportation type Delta value = 2 - Truck
Bottle mass Beta a = 3, f = 3, a = 0.54, b = 0.60
Customer distance Uniform min = 50, max = 200
Bottle type Delta value = 1 - Plastic bottle
Table A-3 Input variables for the projector model.
Projector LCA input variable Distribution Parameters
Housing % PS incinerated Uniform min =0.72, max =0.88
Housing % PS recycled Uniform min =0.72, max =0.88
PS disposal method (external) 2 value = 1
Fan % ABS 3 min =0.64, max =0.96
Fan % copper 4 min =0.024, max =0.036
Fan % steel 5 min =0.12, max =0.18
Fan % FR4 board 6 min =0.016, max = .024
PCB (Printed Circuit Board) % capacitor 7 min =0.0239, max =0.0359
PCB % integrated circuits 8 min =0.0398, max =0.0598
PCB % FR4 board 9 min =0.6644, max =0.9966
PCB % resistor 0 min =0.0024, max =0.0036
PCB % connector 1 min =0.0051, max =0.0077
PCB % AsGa 2 min =0.00008, max =0.00012
PCB % coil 3 min =0.0637, max =0.0955
Projector mass of cables 4 value =0.1763
Light engine mass (external) 5 value =6.63
Fan mass (external) 6 value =0.77
PCB mass (external) 7 value =2.2
Lens mass (external) 8 value =2.7
Shielding mass 9 value =0.4368
Power supply mass (external) 0 value =3.2
Speaker mass (external) 1 value =0.02
Housing mass (external) 2 min =1.8, max =3.5
Flex interconnects mass 3 value =0.0176
Remote control mass 4 min =0.258, max =0.3154
Lens % ABS 5 min =0.128, max =0.192
Lens % aluminum 6 min =0.024, max =0.036
Lens % glass 7 min =0.648, max =0.972
Use location (external) 8 value =3
Power consumption (external) 9 value =413
Mean time before failure (hrs) 0 c=3, 3=3, min = 0.5e4,
max =2e4
Housing % plastic 1 min =0.7, max =0.9
Housing % steel 2 min =0.088, max =0.132
Housing % rubber 3 min =0.008, max =0.012
Housing type of plastic (external) 4 value =1
Cables % copper 5 min =0.56, max =0.84
Cables % PVC 6 min =0.24, max =0.36
Flex interconnects % PI 7 min =0.8, max =1.0
Shielding % PC 8 min =0.2, max =0.3
Shielding % aluminum 9 min =0.6, max =0.9
Remote control % ABS 0 min =0.456, max =0.684
Remote control % FR4 board 1 min =0.16, max =0.24
Remote control % batteries 2 min =0.184, max =0.276
Housing % PP 3 min =0.72, max =0.88
PP disposal method (external) 4 value = 1
Housing % PP incinerated 5 min =0.72, max =0.88
Housing % ABS recycled 6 min =0.72, max =0.88
ABS disposal method 7 value =1
Housing % ABS incinerated 8 min =0.72, max =0.88
Light engine % epoxy 9 min =0.0048, max =0.0072
Light engine % glass 0 min =0.324, max =0.486
Light engine % ceramic 1 min =0.008, max =0.012
Light engine % PC 2 min =0.104, max =0.156
Light engine % steel 3 min =0.048, max =0.072
Light engine % aluminum 4 min =0.32, max =0.48
Power supply % steel 5 min =0.304, max =0.456
Power supply % heat sinks 6 min =0.032, max =0.048
Power supply % transformers 7 min =0.416, max =0.624
Power supply % PC 8 min =0.048, max =0.072
Appendix B: Programs
B.1 Server-side TEAM wrapper: IDL and source excerpt
Sequence.idl:
//this is only used to create the initial object
//neither designer needs to use this file
interface TestSequence {
//define a list of doubles of variable length
typedef sequence<double> Vector;
//define the main function to be called
Vector main_function(in Vector input);
Interface i.cpp:
//main function calls TEAM in batch
genInterface::Vector genInterface_i::main_function(const genInterface::Vector&
input,CORBA::Environment &env){
int length = input.length();
int nSimulations = length/_numberOfVariables;
int nOutputs = nSimulations*25;
genInterface::Vector output;
output.length(nOutputs);
//fill output with -l's in case of error!
int i, j, count = 0;
for(i =0; i<nOutputs; i++) output[i] = -1.0;
build_batch_file(nSimulations);
char filename[80];
char command[250];
for(i = 1; i <= nSimulations; i++) {
sprintf(filename, "%svar%d.txt",_workingDirectory, i);
ofstream r(filename);
if(r == 0) return output; //error!! output = -1 Vector.
r<<_projectName;
r<<"\t\tVARIABLE\n";
r<<"NODE LOCATION\tMODULES\tNAME\tVALUE\n\n";
r<<"NODE LOCATION\tNODES\tNAME\tVALUE\n";
for(int j = 0; j < _numberOfVariables; j++){
r<<_interfaceVariables[j];
r<<input[count]<<endl;
count++;}
r.close();}
sprintf(command, "%srunteam.bat", _workingDirectory);
system(command);
count = 0;
for(i = 1; i <= nSimulations; i++)
sprintf(filename, "%secobal%d.txt", _workingDirectory, i);
_materialsObject.searchFile(filename);
for(j = 0; j < 25; j++){
output[count] = _materialsObject.evaluate(j);
count++;
}
return output;
}
void genInterface_i::build_batch_file(int number_of_simulations){
char filename[250];
sprintf(filename, "%sbatch.txt", _workingDirectory);
ofstream r(filename);
//output files setup
r<<"[Report]\nBasic=";
r<<_workingDirectory<<"report.txt\nDetailed=";
r<<_workingDirectory<<"detrep.txt\n\n[Database]";
r<<"\nDatabasePath=";
r<<_TEAMFileName;
r<<"\nUserName=MIT\nPassword=B432DC\n\n";
r<<"[Simulation]\nSystemPath=\nEcoview=\nUpdateReminders=\nReferenceFlow
r<<"\nReferenceFlowValue=\nPropagationFlow=\nPropagationFlowValue=";
r<<"\nPropagationMode=\n\n";
//put in the simulations:
r<<"NumberOfSimulation="<<numberofsimulations<<endl;
//loop to write the filenames in:
for (int i = 1; i <= numberofsimulations; i++){
r<<"Var"<<i<<"="<<_workingDirectory<<"var"<<i<<".txt\n";
r<<"Eco"<<i<<"="<<_workingDirectory<<"ecobal"<<i<<".txt\n";
}
//junk at the bottom
r<<"\n[Information]\nSystemPath=\nNodeInfo=\nEcobalancelnfo=\n";
}
int genInterfacei::readNextWord(ifstream &in, char *outString)
{
char c;
int index = 0;
while (!in.eof()) {
in.get(c);
if(in.eof()) return -1;
if(c == '\t' c == '\n' c == '\r') {
outString[index] = '\0';
return 0;
outString[index] = c;
index++;
return -1;
void genInterface_i::FileLoad(char *input){
int err = 0, count = 0;
char found[256];
VariableInfo tempVariable;
ifstream in(input);
while(err >= 0) {
err = readNextWord(in, found);
count++;
if(count == 1) strcpy(_projectName, found);
if (count > 11)
{
switch ((count - 12) % 4) {
case 1 : //node location
strcpy(tempVariable._nodeLocation, found);
break;
case 2 : //nodes
strcpy(tempVariable._nodeName, found);
break;
case 3 : //variable name; also add to variable list.
strcpy(tempVariable._variableName, found);
_interfaceVariables.add(tempVariable);
_numberOfVariables++;
break;
case 0 : //found data: discard
break;
}
in.close();
B.2 Client-side: DOME update file
TeamUpdate.C
//declare the update function
extern "C" {
double* updateTEAM (VarNode* caller, double* Input,
int nParents, int nRows, int nSimulations);
char genInterface_IMPL[200]; //these were modified from #define to char[]
char genInterface_IR[200];
class connectionInfo { //load input file, which contains address and name-
public:
connectionInfo()
ifstream input("clientData.txt");
input>>_serverAddress;
input>>_serverName;
strcpy(genInterfaceIMPL, _serverName);
strcpy(genInterface_IR, _serverName);
char _serverAddress[250];
char _serverName[2501;
};
connectionInfo connectionObject;
genInterfaceProxyFactoryClass genInterfaceProxyFactory(1);
static int ConnectionComplete = 0;
static int TotalRunCount = 0;
static genInterface_var SequenceVar;
int makeConnection(genInterface_var &);
double* updateTEAM (VarNode* caller, double* Input,
int nParents, int nRows, int nSimulations){
//check if connection has been made
if(!ConnectionComplete) {
cerr<<"Making new connection...\n";
makeConnection(SequenceVar);
i
int no_inputs = nParents*nSimulations;
int nooutputs = nRows*nSimulations;
//declare the input vector
genInterface::Vector input;
input.length(no_inputs);
//load up the input vector
for(int i = 0; i < no_inputs; i++) input[i] = Input[i];
//declare the output vector
genInterface::Vector output;
//run the simulations
output = SequenceVar->mainfunction(input); //runs the remote function
//load up the output vector
double *Output = new double[nooutputs];
for(i = 0; i < no outputs; i++) Output[i] = output[i];
TotalRunCount++;
cerr<<"TEAM has updated "<<TotalRunCount<<" times!\n";
return Output; //Output is deleted in caller function
int makeConnection(genInterfacevar &SequenceVar) { //make first connection
TRY {
SequenceVar =
genInterface::_bind("", connectionObject._serverAddress, ITX);
} CATCHANY {
// an error occurred while trying to bind to the grid object.
cerr << "\aBind to object failed" << endl;
cerr << "Unexpected exception " << IT_X << endl;
return -1;
} ENDTRY
ConnectionComplete = 1;
return 0;
}
B.3 Publisher: excerpt
The OnFinish subroutine is called when "finish" is clicked in the publisher, creating an interface
definition file and the CORBA server.
void CGreenGUIDlg::OnFinish()
{
ReadGUI(); //gets latest values from interface
CString computerAddress;
m_address.GetWindowText(computerAddress);
m_servername.GetWindowText(_serverName);
m_directory.GetWindowText(_publishDirectory);
m_database_name.GetWindowText( databaseName);
// create interface definition file.
CFileDialog OpenDlg(FALSE,"*.txt","IDFile.txt",
OFN_HIDEREADONLYIOFN_OVERWRITEPROMPT,"ID FILEl*.txtll ", NULL);
OpenDlg.DoModal();
CString input=OpenDlg.m_ofn.lpstrFile;
ofstream out(input);
int var_counter;
int variable_size = variableArray.size();
int catalog_size = 0;
for (var counter=0; var_counter < variablesize; var_counter++) {
if (variableArray[varcounter]._isCatalog) catalog_size++;}
out<<computerAddress<<"\t"<<_serverName<<endl;
for (varcounter=O; var_counter < variable_size; var_counter++) {
if (variableArray[var counter]. _isCatalog) {
out<<variableArray[var counter]. _name<<"\t";
if (variableArray[var counter]._description.IsEmpty() == 0)
out<<variableArray[var_counter]._description;
}
else {out<<"NO DESCRIPTION";};
int decision_counter = 0;
while (decision_counter < 10) {
if
(variableArray[var_counter]._catalogs[decision_counter]._decision.IsEmpty()
0) {
out<<"\n\t"<<variableArray[var_counter]catalogs[decisioncounter]dec
ision;
if
(variableArray[var_counter]._catalogs[decision_counter]._description.IsEmpty()
0) {
out<<"\t"<<variableArray[varcounter]._catalogs[decisioncounter]._descr
iption;
}
else {out<<"\tNO DESCRIPTION";};
}
decision_counter++;
out<<";"<<endl;
}
else {
out<<variableArray[var_counter]._name<<"\t";
if (variableArray[var_counter]._description.IsEmpty() == 0)
out<<variableArray[var_counter]._description<<";\n";
}
else {out<<"NO DESCRIPTION;\n";};
}
out.close(); // Close File
} // End of IDfile writing
//now, do object publishing
char command[400];
//copy database:
sprintf(command, "copy %s %s%s",
_databaseName, publishDirectory, _databaseTitle);
system(command);
//copy variable file:
sprintf(command, "copy %s %s%s",
variableFileName, _publishDirectory, _variableFileTitle);
system(command);
//copy server
sprintf(command, "copy %s %sserver.exe", SOURCE_SERVER,
_publishDirectory);
system(command);
//create runteam.bat:
strcpy(command, publishDirectory);
strcat(command, "runteam.bat");
ofstream runTEAM(command);
runTEAM<<"f:\\team.exe -b ";
runTEAM<<_publishDirectory<<"batch.txt\n";
runTEAM.close();
//create "inputs.txt"
char outputFile[250];
sprintf(outputFile, "%s%s", _publishDirectory, "inputs.txt");
ofstream inputsTxt(outputFile);
inputsTxt<<_serverName<<endl;
inputsTxt<<_publishDirectory<<endl;
inputsTxt<<_databaseTitle<<endl;
inputsTxt<<_variableFileTitle<<endl;
inputsTxt<<"log.txt"<<endl;
inputsTxt.close();
//putit command
sprintf(command, "putit %s \"%sserver %s\"",
_serverName, _publishDirectory,
system(command);
//chmodit command i+all
sprintf(command, "chmodit
system(command);
//chmodit command l+all
sprintf(command, "chmodit
system(command);
outputFile);
%s i+all", _serverName);
%s l+all", serverName);
//quit program
EndDialog(0); // Close GUI
B.4 Simulation program
Uses approximately same function as above for main_function.
Problem defs.h: creates a set of probabilistic inputs for testing, based on the tables listed in
appendix A.
//box problem
pdf *box[4];
struct buildBox {
buildBox(){
box [ 0]
box [1]
box[2]
recycled
= new uniform(750, 2300);
= new beta(3, 3, 450, 580)
= new delta(l);
box[3] = new delta(0);
//liner mass
//medium mass
//fraction recycled - 100%
//electricity index -US
-buildBox()
} buildBox;
//bottle problem
pdf *bottle[4];
{ for(int i = 0; i<4;i++) delete box[i];
struct buildBottle {
buildBottle(){
bottle [0]
type
bottle[1]
bottle[2]
bottle[3]
}
-buildBottle()
} _buildBottle;
//projector problem
pdf *projector[59];
struct buildProjector {
buildProjector() {
projector[0]
projector [1]
projector [2]
= new delta(2);
= new beta(3, 3,
= new uniform(50,
= new delta(l);
//transportation
0.54, 0.60);
2000);
{ for(int i = 0; i<4;i++)
= new uniform(0.72,
= new uniform(0.72,
= new delta(l);
//bottle mass
//customer distance
//bottle type
delete bottle[i];
0.88);
0.88);
// PS disposal method
proj ector [3]
projector[4]
proj ector [5]
projector [6]
projector[7]
projector [8]
projector[9]
projector[10]
projector[11]
projector [12]
projector [13]
projector[14]
projector [15]
projector[16]
projector [17]
projector [18]
projector [19]
projector [20 ]
projector [21]
projector [22]
projector[23]
projector[24]
projector[25]
projector[26]
projector [27]
projector[28]
projector[29]
projector[30]
projector[31]
projector [32 ]
projector[33]
projector[34]
projector[35]
projector[36]
projector [37]
projector[38]
projector [39]
projector[40]
projector[41]
projector[42]
projector[43]
projector[44]
projector[45]
projector[46]
projector [47 ]
projector [48]
projector[49]
projector [50]
projector[51]
proj ector [52 ]
projector[53]
projector[54]
projector[55]
projector[56]
projector[57]
projector[58]
-buildProjector () {
} _buildProjector;
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
new
iniform(0.64, 0.
uniform(0.024, 0
uniform(0.12, 0.
iniform(0.016, 0
uniform(0. 0239,
uniform(0.0398,
uniform(0.6644,
uniform(0.0024,
uniform(0.0051,
uniform(0.00008
uniform(0.0637,
delta (0.
delta (6.
delta (0.
delta (2.
delta (2.
delta(0.
delta(3.
delta (0.
1763);
63);
77);
2);
7);
4368);
2);
02);
96);
.036);
18);
.024);
0.0359);
0.0598);
0.9966);
0.0036);
0.0077);
0.00012);
0.0955);
//light_engine
//fan
//pcb
//lenses
//power_supply
//speakers
uniform(l1.8, 3.5); //housing
delta(0.0176);
uniform(0.258, 0.3154);
uniform(0.128, 0.192);
uniform(0.024, 0.036);
uniform(0.648, 0.972);
delta(3); //use_location
delta(413); //power_consumption
beta(3, 3, 0.5e4, 2.0e4); //mean_time_bf
uniform(0.7, 0.9);
uniform(0.088, 0.132);
uniform(0.008, 0.012);
delta(l); //type_plastic
uniform(0.56, 0.84);
uniform(0.24, 0.36);
uniform(0.8, 1.0);
uniform(0.2, 0.3);
uniform(0.6, 0.9);
uniform(0.456, 0.684);
uniform(0.16, 0.24);
uniform(0.184, 0.276);
uniform(0.72, 0.88);
delta(l); //PP_disposal_method
uniform(0.72, 0.88);
uniform(0.72, 0.88);
delta(l); //ABS disposal method
uniform(0.72, 0.88);
uniform(0.0048, 0.0072);
uniform(0.324, 0.486);
uniform(0.008, 0.012);
uniform(0.104, 0.156);
uniform(0.048, 0.072);
uniform(0.32, 0.48);
uniform(0.304, 0.456);
uniform(0.032, 0.048);
uniform(0.416, 0.624);
uniform(0.048, 0.072);
for(int i = 0; i<59;i++) delete projector[i]; I
Main.cpp
#include "problem_defs.h"
void runTest(ofstream & os, genInterface_i & object);
void main()
{
// int i, j;
//run the tests:
//run box
genInterface_i
boxObject("c:\\publishorbix\\nicktest\\box\\cardboard.tdb",
"c:\\publishorbix\\nicktest\\box\\var.txt",
"c:\\publishorbix\\nicktest\\box\\",
box);
ofstream BoxFile("Box.txt");
cerr<<"Box results:\n";
runTest(BoxFile, boxObject);*/
//then bottle
genInterface_i
bottleObject("c:\\publishorbix\\nicktest\\bottle\\bottle.tdb",
"c:\\publishorbix\\nicktest\\bottle\\var.txt",
"c:\\publishorbix\\nicktest\\bottle\\",
bottle);
ofstream BottleFile("Bottle.txt");
cerr<<"Bottle results:\n";
runTest(BottleFile, bottleObject);
//then projector
genInterface_i
projectorObject("c:\\publishorbix\\nicktest\\projector\\quick.tdb",
"c:\\publishorbix\\nicktest\\projector\\var.txt",
"c:\\publishorbix\\nicktest\\projector\\",
projector);
ofstream ProjectorFile("Projector.txt");
cerr<<"Projector results:\n";
runTest(ProjectorFile, projectorObject);
//end tests
void runTest(ofstream & os, genInterface_i & object){
int i, j;
//initialize output variable & counter
int nTotalSimulations = 25000;
int batchSize = 500;
int outerLoopCount = nTotalSimulations/batchSize;
cerr<<"Running "<<nTotalSimulations<<" simulations: ";
cerr<<outerLoopCount<<" batches of "<<batchSize<<".\n";
cerr<<"\n#\tEPS\tIPCC\tEcopoints\n";
double *outputs = new double[batchSize*31;
int count = 0;
time_t TimePtr;
unsigned int begin, end, total_time;
begin = time(&TimePtr);
for(i = 0; i < outerLoopCount;i++) { //outer loop x*500 simulations
end = time(&TimePtr);
cerr<<"Time elapsed: "<<(end - begin)<<" seconds. Running....";
object.main_function(outputs, batchSize); //run 500 simulations
at a time
count = 0;
for(j = 0; j<batchSize;j++){ //inner print loop
cerr<<"\r";
cerr<<(batchSize*i + j)<<"\t";
//write EPS
cerr<<outputs[count]<<"\t";
os<<outputs[count]<<"\t";
count++;
//write Ecopoints
cerr<<outputs[count]<<"\t";
os<<outputs[count]<<"\t";
count++;
//write IPCC
cerr<<outputs[count]<<"\t";
os<<outputs[count];
count++;
os<<endl;
} //end print loop
} // end box loop
cerr<<endl<<endl;
os.close();
end = time(&TimePtr);
total_time = end - begin;
cerr<<"Test took "<<total_time<<" seconds!\n";
delete [] outputs;
B.5 Analysis program
Used to analyze and compare the PDFs created in Excel.
#include <iostream.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "Array.h"
#include <stdio.h>
class distribution {
public:
privat
};
distribution (char *input_filename); //reads in x-y pairs from file
double value(double x);
double mean() {return _mean;}
double stddev() {return _stddev; I
double min() {return _minX;}
double max() {return _maxX;}
double area() {return _area;)
e:
double CalcMean();
double CalcStddev();
double CalcArea();
Array<double> _X;
Array<double> _Y;
double _minX, _maxX, _mean, _stddev, _area;
typedef enum { Normal, NoTails I diffType;
class compare {
public :
compare(distribution *a, distribution *b);
double areaDiff(diffType);
friend ostream & operator << (ostream & os, compare & input);
private:
L
distribution *_a;
distribution *_b;
double _minX, maxX;
};
void main(int argc, char *argv[]){
if(argc < 2) cerr<<"\aToo few arguments!\n";
distribution a(argv[l]); //the "real" distribution
cerr<<"Mean = "<<a.mean()<<", Stddev = "<<a.stddev()<<endl;
distribution *b;
compare *c;
//the following two lines are used for command line control
if(argc > 2) {
b = new distribution (argv[2]); //the "simple"distribution
c = new compare(&a, b);
delete b;
delete c;
}
else {
char filename[20];
ofstream Out("OutputResults.txt");
cerr<<"Mean\tStddev\tM dif\tS dif\tAl dif\tA2 dif\n";
for (int i = 1; i <=20; i++){
sprintf(filename, "test%d.txt", i);
b = new distribution(filename);
c = new compare(&a, b);
cerr<<*c;
Out<<*c;
delete b;
delete c;
}
Out.close();
distribution::distribution(char *input_filename){
double inputX, inputY;
ifstream InputFile(input_filename);
while(!InputFile.eof()) {
//read X Y pair
InputFile>>inputX;
if(InputFile.eof()) break;
InputFile>>inputY;
_X.add(inputX);
Y.add(inputY);
}
minX = _X[0];
_maxX = X[0];
for(int i = 0; i < _X.size(); i++){
if(_X[i] <= _minX) minX = _X[i];
if(_X[i] >= maxX) _maxX = _X[i];
_mean = CalcMean();
stddev = CalcStddev();
area = CalcArea();
double
distribution::value(double x){
if(x < _minX x > _maxX) return 0.0; //if out of bounds return 0
double Xl, X2, Y1, Y2, Y;
for(int i = 0; i < (_X.size() - 1); i++){ //find Xl, X2 around X
if(x == _X[i]) { //if we stumbled onto an exact point
//first check to see if next point is also the same X, e.g. Uniform
if(x == _X[i+l]) {
if (_Y[i+l] > Y[i]) return _Y[i+l]; //return larger Y
else return _Y[i];
}
return _Y[i];
if(x > _X[i] && x < _X[i+l]) { //we have found the linear interval
Xl = _x[i];
X2 = _X[i+l];
Y1 = _Y[i];
Y2 = _Y[i+l];
Y = ((x - Xl)/(X2 - Xl))*(Y2 - Y1) + Y1;
return Y;
} //if none of the above conditions are met, then continue looping
cerr<<"\a Eek! something wrong with value!\n";
return -1.0; //in case of error
double
distribution::CalcMean() {
int nIntervals = 1000;
double deltaX = (_maxX - _minX)/(double) nIntervals;
double x, mean = 0.0;
for(int i = 0; i < nIntervals; i++){
x = _minX + (double) i*deltaX;
mean += x*deltaX*value(x);
return mean;
double
distribution::CalcStddev() {
int nIntervals = 1000;
double deltaX = (_maxX - _minX)/(double) nIntervals;
double x;
double stddev = 0.0;
for(int i = 0; i<nIntervals; i++){
x = _minX + (double) i*deltaX;
stddev += (x - _mean)*(x- mean)*deltaX*value(x);
}
stddev = sqrt(stddev);
return stddev;
double
distribution::CalcArea() {
int nIntervals = 1000;
double deltaX = ( maxX - minX)/(double) nIntervals;
double x;
double area = 0.0;
for(int i = 0; i<nIntervals; i++){
x = _minX + (double) i*deltaX;
area += deltaX*value(x);
return area;
compare::compare(distribution *a, distribution *b){
a = a;
b = b;
if(_a->min() <= _b->min()) minX = _a->min();
else _minX = _b->min();
if(_a->max() >= _b->max()) _maxX = a->max();
else _maxX = _b->max();
double
compare::areaDiff(diffType whichType){
int nIntervals = 1000;
double x, yl, y2;
double diff = 0.0;
double min, max;
switch(whichType) {
case Normal :
min = -minX;
max = maxX;
break;
case NoTails
min = _a->mean() - 1.5*_a->stddev();
max = _a->mean() + 1.5*_a->stddev();
break;
}
double deltaX = (max - min)/(double) nIntervals;
for(int i = 0; i<nIntervals; i++){
x = min + (double) i*deltaX;
yl = _a->value(x);
y2 = _b->value(x);
diff += fabs(yl - y2)*deltaX;
return diff;
ostream & operator << (ostream & os, compare & input) {
os<<input._b->mean()<<"\t"<<input. b->stddev()<<"\t";
double diff = fabs(input. a->mean() - input. b->mean())/input._a-
>mean()*100.0;
os<<diff<<"\t";
diff = fabs(input. a->stddev() - input. b->stddev())/input._a-
>stddev()*100.0;
os<<diff<<"\t";
os<<input.areaDiff(Normal)<<"\t";
os<<input.areaDiff(NoTails)<<endl;
return os;
}
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